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ABSTRACt' 

This work presents an application of dimensionless numbers and the n P rt llrh·• • 

method to flow systems analysis in water-salt mix tures. The applicat ion of couuv••O «Jl ll~ 

numbers strongly depends on the existence of so- called characteristic quantities for 

whole ground water basin under consideration. However, due to the heterogeneity of 

subsurface, it is difficult to find adequate characteristic values for the hydraulic 

tivities of the basin. In this paper a horizontally stratified basin is considered as a 

fied model for full heterogeneity. With the aid of the perturbation method values for .· 

characteristic hydraulic conductivities are derived. The question how to replace 

stratified porous medium by an "equivalent homogeneous porous medium" is discussed. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Flow systems analysis was for the first time applied by T6th (1963). 

flow systems analysis was devoted to the study of groundwater flow only 

spatial variations in the topography of the water table. T6th's theoretical analysis 

that the flow field can be subdivided in a hierarchy of nested flow systems (see Fig. 

This nesting of flow systems plays an important role in the conceptual model 

practical applications of flow systems analysis. 
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y of nested flow systems in a homogeneous anisotropic basin saturated 

homogeneous groundwater. 

migration of hydrocarbons in sedimentary basins [T6th, J980J, 

ta-bound ore deposits [Garven and Freeze, 1984], and environmental 

application of flow systems analysis is related to the storage of highly 

radio-active waste in deep subsurface formations. The concept of flow sys-

looks promising to assess the environmental impact of a hypothetical release 

out of its containment into the groundwater. However, when considering 

storage in flat coa~tal areas or deep off -shore storage, spatial variations in 

likely to be the only driving mechanism for groundwater flow. 

concept of flow systems analysis will be generalized also to account for 

horizontal components in the gradient of the water-salt 

that the combination of the following two mechanisms 

flow will be considered: 

the water table causing so-called forced 

in the gradient of the water-salt mixture density causing 

free convection. 
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In .,the following discussion gravity will be the only external force field under 

sideration; in other. words, only buoyancy-driven flow 

forced convection caused by groundwater well discharge will not be discussed. 

water flow is governed by linear field equations, but the coupling with the 

boundary condition at the water table makes the flow problem non-linear. 

many practical cases this non- linearity may be neglected and then the many well

solutions describing groundwater flow to wells may be superimposed on the sol 

developed in this paper. 

To describe the combined effect of the two above-mentioned driving 

dimensionless quantities and dimensionless numbers will be introduced, The int 

of dimensionless numbers has been inspired by the theory of dimensional analysis 

see [Silberberg and McKetta, 1953]), and they turn out to be useful for further 

matical analysis by means of the perturbation method (e.g., see [Van Dyke, 197 5]). 

Dimensional analysis is based upon the notion that the physical dimensions of 

quantities relevant to th.e problem under consideration can be arranged in such a way 

dimension less numbers are formed. The introduction of d imensionless quantities 

depends on the existence of characteristic quantities which are representative for the 

systems under consideration, For instance, when a groundwater basin has a depth d 

dimens ion "length" expressed in the unit "metre" [m]), it seems natural to scale all 

coordinates z (dimension "length" [m]) with the aid of this characteristic vertical 

resu lting in a dimensionless vertical coordinate Z = z/d. 

A similar procedure holds for the horizontal coord.inates 

scaled with the aid of a characteristic horizontal length le [m] to obtain the dimens· 

horizontal coordinates X = xjlc' Y ~ y/lc. However, a proper choice for the 

character is tic length is more difficult than choosing the vertical characteristic leng th. 

a flow systems analysis, it is proposed to decompose the spatial variations of the 

table in Fourier modes. Then, for each Fourier mode, the characteristic hor izontal 

will be chosen (approximately) equal to the wavelength div ided by 2r. of the 
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... vertical hydraulic conductivities than it is to define representative 

· lengths. The same difficulty holds for the heterogeneous pon~ity and non -

ity. However, the problem can be simplified when consider ing a hori -

basin as a model for a fully heterogeneous basin. 

hydraulic conductivities. With the aid of the latter character ist ic hor i-

hydraulic conductivities, kh and k respectively (with dimens ion c . zc 

expressed in the SI -uni t "metre2.Pascat - 1.second-l " 

2 -l -] 
kh and kz [m .Pa .s ) can be scaled to 

~--.. ,._w•·~uoiontess hydraulic conductivities KH ~ khikhc and KZ '"' k/ kzc· In this 

ions governing groundwater flow can be written in dimens ionless quanti-

n equations in which the so-called dimension less numbers , which may 

of magnitude, occur as parameters. For the equations governing ground-

situations where only the two abovementioned driving mechanisms are 

two such dimensionless numbers can be found. 

method is based upon the notion that the solution of the dimension-

depends on the parameters, i.e. on the dimension less numbers occurr in g in 

Therefore, one seeks to find the solution as a power ser ies in one of the 

numbers, say a, in such a way that the coefficients in the series can read ily 

by analytical mathematics. 

·•·· •. roth-orcler approximation to the solution is obtained in the limit a ..... 0. In the 

flow problem under consideration the zeroth-orde r solution turns out to be 

. . . . 2 . 
well -known DupUJt approximatJOn. The terms m a, a etc. are correct wns, or 

to this zeroth-order solution. 
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Characteristic hydraulic conductivities are important not only in pertu 

methods, but also in numerical modelling studies, where characteristic hydraulic 

tivities have to be assigned to the grid blocks. Each grid block is considered as an 

valent homogeneous porous medium". Furthermore, dimensionless numbers can be 

in order of magnitude estimations, for instance to estimate under what circumstances 

convective flow is negligible with respect to forced convective flow. 

Conclusions derived in this paper are: 

(i) In horiwntally stratified groundwater basins, vertical flow depends only 

horiwntal second derivatives of the water table and water -salt mixture de 

the sharp fresh- saline interface approximation , vertical flow depends only 

horiwntal second derivati~es of the interface. This dependence on second deri 

and not on first derivatives, explains why vertical transport is much more di 

to determine than horizontal transport. Yet, to investigate whether waste 

the groundwater travels either to the biosphere or to deeper geologic layers, 

ledge of the vertical flow component is essentia l. 

(ii) As far as forced convection is considered, an "equivalent homogeneous 

medium" exists and expressions for the characteristic hydrauLic conduct ivities · 

p resen ted. For free convection , an "equivalent homogeneous porous medium" 

situations where the t ransition f rom fresh to saline water has the character o. 

tively small spatial variations around a mean horizon tal sharp interface. 

for inclined interfaces and for continuous transitions from fresh to saline 

the notion of an "equivalent homogeneous porous medh•m" does not generally e · 

(iii) T he long response times of the water-salt mixture density distribution 

geological or paleo-climatological disturbances make it evident that both forced 

vection and free convection caused by a non-stagnant density dist 

important transport mechanisms when considering the transport of highly tox · ·. 

or radio-active matter to the biosphere. The characters of forced convective 

stable f ree convective flow are similar, both showing nested flow systems. 
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EQUATIONS AND BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

for a theoretical flow systems analysis is the set of basic equations 

in porous media: the continuity equation and Darcy's Law. 

general form the continuity equation is given by: 

( 1 a) 

+ v•grad p) + p div q: 0, {I b) 

(scalar) [ -]; t is the time (scalar) [s;day]; vis the transport veloci ty of the 

mixture (vector) [m.s -l; m.day- 1 ]; grad is the gradient operator (vector) 

is the divergence operator (scalar) [m- 1]; q = nv is the volumetric flow rate 

-1 -1 
salt mixture (vector) [m.s ; m.day ). Between the square brackets first the 

then the unit customary in geohydrology is given. 

• is assumed that the porous medium is incompressible, the porosity n remains 

time and the first term of equation (1 b) vanishes. Also compressibility of the 

ture density p will be neglected; under this assumption the density of the 

mixture is only a function of the mass fraction x [ - ] of dissolved salt, i.e. 

a consequence it follows that Bp/Bt + v•grad p = (dp/dx) (Bx/ot + v·grad x). 

is neglected as a transport mechanism, mass transfer takes place only by 

convective transport of salt is given by 

x = 0, and, consequently: 

(2a) 
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Substitution of expression (2a) into the continuity equation (I b) yields: 

div q = Bq /Bx + Bq /By+ aq /Bz = 0. 
X y Z 

In the context of free convection the approximate forms (2a) and (2b) are often 

Boussinesq approximation (see [Turner, 19731). 

In its most general form Darcy's Law is given by: 

q = -~ • (grad p - pg), 

where ~ is the hydraulic conductivity of the combined water-salt mixture and 

. 2 -1 -1 2 -1 -1 . medium (tensor) [m .Pa .s ; m .mH
2

0 .day ]; p IS the pressure of the water 

mixture (scalar) [Pa; mH
2

0]; g is the gravitational acceleration (vector) [m.s- 2; 

-1 3 -1 -1 -1 
.m .m .kg ]; pg is the body force per unit volume (vector) [Pa.m ; mH20.m ]. 

unit of pressure customary in geohydrology is the metre water [mH
2 
0], 

I cmH
2
o = 0.9815414 hPa ~ 1 hPa. Geohydrologists always equate the unit of p 

mH20 to 

hydraulic 

the unit of length m (l mH
2

0 = I m). This makes the "customary" 

2 -1 -1 -1 2 -1 -l 
conductivity m .mH20 .day equal to m.day (J m .mH20 .day •• 

= I m.day -l ), and makes the "customary" unit of body force per unit volume mH
2 

0 

equal to the dimension less number one (l mH
2 

O.m -l = 1 ). 

In the following presentation Darcy's Law will be simplified by only 

horizontally stratified basins, i.e.: 

[ 

kxx kxy 
k = k k 
- yx YY 

k k 
zx zy 

:xz] 
yz 

k zz 

where kh and kz may be piecewise continuous functions of z. 
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( 4) it is tacitly assumed that the viscosity 
. . . 

the mass fraction of dissolved salt. The tirne-·dependence 

plays only a role on very long geological time scales, which are important 

the transport of released highly toxic and/or radio-active waste to the 

can be neglected in most engineering applications. 

upper plane of the flow domain, z = 0, the pressure p(x,y,O,t) of the water-

is specified and equal to : 

J 
f(x,y ,t) 

patm(t) + g 
0 

p(z) dz, (5) 

[m] represents the topography of the phreatic groundwater level with 

I g I). In boundary condition (5) it is assumed that in 

to z = f(x,y,t) the water-salt mixture density p has no horizontal 

(ap;ax = apjay 2 0) and that the vertical pressure gradien t is 

boundary of the basin , z = d, is chosen as an impervious base, i.e. as a 

ver tical component of the volumetric flow rate, qz(x, y,d ,t) is equal to 

equations and boundary conditions for the three quantities 

qx(x ,y,z, t)/ kh(z,t), ey(x,y,z,t) = qy<;~:,y,z,t)/kh(z,t) and qz(x,y,z,t) (for a 

[Zijl, 1986]; [Zijl and Nawalany, 19871): 

O<Z<d 
(6a) 

z =O 

z=d 
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BffJx (kh ae//Jx) + Bf By (kh ae/ay) + 

+ at az {k (Be ;az + g Bp/fJy)) = o z y 

e = - pg fJf!By 
y 

ae / Bz"" -g Bp/oy y 

- J a;ax (kz aq/ax. - g ap;ax) + 

+ a,tay (k - 1 aq ;ay - g Bp/By)+ 
z z 

- J 
+ B/Bz (kh aq;az) = o 

2 2 2 2 aq;az = khpg (a ;ax + a /By ) f 

qz = 0 

O<z<d 

z=O 

z = d 

z=O 

z=d 

In t.he above three decoupled sets of field equations and boundary conditions 

(6b) and (6c), two buoyancy-driven mechanisms for flow are included. 

Firstly, the combination of gravity and spatial variations in the topography 

water table are a driving force per unit volume for flow: pg af(x,y,t)/Bx. 

-1 
mH20.m ] occurs in the top boundary condition for ex(x,y,z,t), 

- 1 -l 
[Pa.m ; mH20.m ] occurs in the top boundary condition for eix,y,z,t), 

2 2 2 2 -1 -1 
pg (a f(x,y,t)/Bx + a f(x,y,t)(ay } [Pa.m ; mH

2
0.m J occurs in the top 

condition for q (x,y ,z,t). These top boundary conditions cause the so-called z 

driven flow, or forced convection. 

Secondly, the combination of gravity and horizontal components of the 

mixture density gradient, g Bp(x,y,z,t)/Bx [Pa.m-2 ; mH
2

0.m - 2] and g EJp(x,y 

[Pa.m -
2

; mH20.m-
2

], occur both in the bottom boundary conditions and in the 

equations. These latter components cause the so-called density-driven flow, or 

convection. 

In this paper, further analytical mathematics will be based on equations (6). 

the equations (6) are also promising for further numerical analysis. The more 
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numerical analysis on the equation div (k•grad p) - g o(k p)(oz = 0 to - z 

evaluate q afterwards from Darcy's Law q ~ -~ • (grad p - pg) . How-

conforming finite element method with piecewise linear interpolations of 

to solve the latter equations, there will be an inconsistency in the 

q which gives rise to art ificial vertical velocity components. This 

due to the numerical differentiation of p resulting in piecewise constant 

· p. The combination in Darcy's Law of these piecewise constant values of 

piecewise linear values of p gives rise to artificial vertical veloci ties 

·conforming finite element method, with piecewise linear interpolations of 

· · · · · p, applied to solve equations (6) does not give rise to the above-discussed 

and resulting artificial -vertical velocity components ... However , even when 

convective flow , without a contribution of free convective flow is consid-

differentiation of the pressure fie ld can lead to unacceptable inaccurac ies 

19881). Therefore, Nawalany [1 986a, l986b, 1988a, l988b] has applied a 

simulator to solve equations (6) with opfox = opf8y"' 0. Also the so-called 

element method is a good candidate to overcome the above- mentioned 

of salt by convection and dispersion causes the density field p(x,y,z,t) 

time. Both convection and d ispersion strongly depend on the transport veloc-

•· v = (v , v , v ) = (khe /n, khe / n, q / n). As can be observed f rom equations 
X y Z X y Z 

field depends on the density field p. For a given velocity f ield the con -

equation is linear, and for a given density field the flow equat ions (6) 

the combined problem is non- linear because of the coupling between the 

Also in the sharp fresh-saline interface approximation, the coupling of the 

kinemat ic condition, which replaces the convection- dispersion equation , with 

makes the total flow problem non-linear. 

motion of an element of fl u.id disp laced a small distance z*(t) ver tic2. \l y 
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· ertvironment with vertical component of the 

The vertical component of Darcy's Law (3), neglecting small 

togethe r with the dispersion-free approximation (2a) yields 

= -(k gc/n) ·/ with the solution z* = z*
0 

exp {-(k gc/ n) t) . This solution z z 

in an environment where the densi ty increases with increasing depth (c > 

element is driven back to the stagnant posi tion. See also Horton and Rogers ( 1 

show that diffusion and dispersion have also a stabilizing effect. However , the 

istic time needed to restore the disturbance may be very long. For instance, for k = 
z 

2 - I - l - 8 2 - 1 -I -4 _ 
m .mH

2
0 .day = 10 m .Pa .day , c = 2.5 kg.m , n = 0.2) and g = 10 

the characteristic time {k gc/ n)- l = 106 day ~ 3000 year. These long response 
z 

paleo- geolog ical or paleo-climatolog.ical disturbances make it evident that free con 

caused by a non- stagnant density distribution is an important transport mechanism 

considering the t ravel of dangerous matter to the biosphere. 

The occurrence of the non - linear coupl ing makes fresh-sal ine problems very 

cult to solve, especially in unstable environments (c suff iciently negat ive), where 

water is below saline water. However, in this paper unstable the t ransport of salt 

considered and only the linear flow problem given by equations (6) will be d 

further. 

3. DIMENSION LESS VEC..!OR FlELD EQUA TTONS 

A useful procedure in a flow systems analysis is to decompose the spatial 

of the water ta ble topography in a sum or an integral of Fourier modes (see [Zijl, 

A Fourier mode of the water table is given by f(x. ,y , t) = aw(t) ex.p {i (w x.x + w 

where a (t) is the ampli tude [m], and w and w are the wave numbers (m - IJ of .· 
w X. y . 

part icular Fourier mode under considera tion. The characteristic horizon tal length sca le · · 

[m] belonging to this Fourier mode is le= 1/J{::Z::?). 
X y 
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the dimensionless horizontal coordinates X= x/1 and Y = y/1 , and t he 
c c 

vertical coordinate Z = z/d. Also, define the dimensionless phreatic 

.. level F(X,Y,t) = f(x,y,t)/1 aw(t) I, and the dimensionless water -salt mix

.· P(X,Y,Z,t) = p(x,y,z,t)/Po· where Po is the density on z = 0. Furthermore, 

dimensionless hydraulic conductivities KH(Z,t) = kh(z ,t)/khc(t) and 

k (z,t)/k (t), where kh ( t) and k (t) are respectively the horizon tal and ·. z zc c zc 

'""•"~rP.ristic hydraulic conductivities. The question how to choose the charac-

conductivities will be considered in Section 6. Finally, define the 

quantities EX(X,Y ,Z,t) = ex(x,y ,z, t) !Jfp
0
g I aw(t) I}, Ey(X,Y ,Z,t) = 

2 1 /{p0g I a (t)!} and Qz(X,Y,Z,t) ~ q (x,y,z,t) 1 /(p
0

g I a (t) l dkh (t)}. c w z c w c 

u"·~v"'~'"'" sets of field equations and boundary conditions (6a), (6b) and (6c) 

+oB/BY (KH 8EX/ 8Y) + 

(BEX/JZ + JJ JP/BX)) = 0 

+a o / BY (KH BEy/ BY)+ 

(BEyiBZ + p BP/ BY)}= 0 

- p BP/ BX) + 
-l 

KZ BQ2 ;ay - J.l oP/ BY) + 

+ B;az (K~1 
aQ

2
/ BZ) = o 

ca2;ax2 
+ a2;aY2) F 
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. : . . . . . . . . 

/ W&~~ti~'li.ili(iif;i/' ,..,.'", ."'"' ·"'(1c)a~d the~ ca lled the vector fie ld equations. In the 

· (i) two dimensionless numbers occur: 

o(t) = (d /1 )
2 

{kh (t)/ k (t)}, . c c zc 

and: 

Jl(t) = d/ I a (t) j. w 

Different flow situations having the same geometry and the same val ues of their 

sionless numbers behave in a similar way; the mathematical or experimental results in 

situation can simpl y be scaled to the other situation. In this way, dimension less 

wi ll reduce the number of exper imental variables to be correla ted , and also semi 

tative order of magnitude estimations can be based upon it. 

Since in the above- presented sets of equations the time t is on ly a parameter : 

explicit notation will further be omitted. 

4. PERTURBATION SERIES IN THE a~NUMBER 

The three vector fie ld components EX, Ey and QZ in the three sets of vector 

equations (7a), (7b) and (7c) depend on the parameter o. Therefore, the three vector 

components are expanded in an infinite power ser ies in the o-number: 
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2E nE 
+ 0 2X + ... a oX + ··· ' 

2 n 
1 Y +a E2Y + ... 0 EnY + ... ' 

2 n 
IZ+o Q2Z+ ... o Qnz+ .... (9c) 

series (9a), (9b) and (9c) are substituted into the three sets of vector f ield 

(7b) and (7c) yield ing three sets of equ::.tions in which powers of o occur . 

equations must hold for all values of o, each coefficient of a must vanish 

because sequences of a are linearly independent. Equating the coeff icients 

a hierarchy of ordinary differential equations which can easily be 

The resulting hierarchy is given by: 

ions: 

aZ + p. 8P/8X)}"' 0 O<Z< 

'} z"'o ( 1 Oa) 

~JJ ar;ax Z=l 

y18Z + p. 8P/8Y)}"' 0 O<Z<l} 
Z=O (I Ob) 

-JJ 8Pj8Y Z=l 

aQ0z;az) + 

+ a2;aY2) P = 0 0 < z < 1 

KH Ui /BX
2 + a2

;aY
2

) F 

(I Oc) 
Z=O 

Z=l 
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Higher-order equations ( n .> 0): 

ajaX (KH c1En-IX/8X) + oj8Y (KH 8En-lX/8Y) + 

+ a;az (Kz aEnx/8Z) = o o < z < 1 

Enx"' o z = o 

8EnX/oZ = 0 Z.., I 

+ 8/8Z (KZ 8EnY/8Z) = 0 

EnY = 0 

8Eny/8Z = 0 

aQn2 ;az = o 

QnZ = 0 

O<Z<l 

z,o 

Z=l 

z = 1 

Since the above hierarchy consists of ordinary differential equations, the solutions 

easily be found by integration. 

5. SOLUTIONS 

The solutions of the three sets of zeroth-order equations (lOa), (lOb) and (!Oc) 

given by: 
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= -ol)(X,Y,Z)IoX, 

"'-fJl)(X,Y,Z)/oY, 

= -o/oX T0 [oif:J(X,Y,Z)/oX; ZJ + 

- 3/oY T
0

[ol)(X,Y,Z)joY; ZJ, 

z 
F(X,Y)+Jj fo P(X,Y,Z 1)dZ 1

, 

(12a) 

( 12b) 

(l2c) 

(13) 

Z) is a definite integral operator operating on the function </J(Z) w.ith 

1 f z KH(Z 1
) r/!(Z') dZ'. (14) 

zeroth-order solutions are the well - known Dupuit approx ima-

are sufficiently accurate for shallow groundwater basins, i.e. for basins in 

1. Equation (!2c) is presented in such a way that it yields the correct solution 

fresh-saline interface approximation, in which awjaX and oif:J/oY are 

at the interface. In situations where aif:J;aX and aw;ay are continuously 

le functions of X and Y, the order of differentiation (o/oX, a;aY) and 

(T
0

[.P(Z); Z]) may be interchanged. 

lly in combination with the sharp fresh-saline interface approximation (see 

Dupuit approximations (l2a), ( !2b) and (l2c) form the basis of many 

model codes (e.g., see [Verruijt, 198 7]). However, the shallow ground-

condition rY << I is not always satisfied and therefore the higher-order 

to the Dupuit approximations will be considered. 
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·. ·. ·.· .. 
-::·.:.:::.·. )_:)_·:~·.:. :_::. . . . . . . . . 

/ @; \/ \ /e!ihir-o!"d~/corr~ctio'ns ( n > 0 l: 

ii~lJ{;~)'('f~;.:.Zl• . ca2~ax2 • a2; av2J" R n ( ••ex. v .Z)/ ax; z J. 

E y(X,Y,Z) = -(a2; ax2 + a2;aY2)0 R {8~(X,Y,Z)/8Y ; Z], 
n n 

Q z(X,Y,Z) = -(a2;ax2 + a 2;aY2)(n+l) T {<P(X,Y,Z); Z], 
n n 

where the integral operators R
0

[cf>(Z); Z] and T
0

[cf>(Z); Z] are given by : 

' z 
R

0
[cf>(Z);Z] = fo Tn- l[cf>(Z ');Z']/ Kz(Z')dZ', 

1 
T [cf>(Z)· Z] = f R [cf>(Z ') · Z 1 ] K (Z 1) dZ 1 

n ' z n ' H · 

Contrary to the Dupuit approximations (12a), (12b) and (12c), the higher 

corrections ( l5a), ( l5b) and (15c) do not hold in the sharp fresh-saline 

of q, and continuous tangential components of grad p, are not satisfied in (!Sa), (J 

and (!Se). 

The total driv ing mechanism for flow depends on the lateral derivatives ' 

<P(X, Y,Z). According to expression (13), <P(X, Y,Z) is composed of the sum of two dri 

mechanisms. The first term in the right - hand side of (13) represents the driving 

nism for forced convection, and the second term in the right- hand side of ( 13) rep 

the driving mechanism for f ree convection. 

The situation in which Qz(X,Y,Z) .. 0, but in which Ex(X,Y,Z) and Ey(X,Y 

have finite values, is possible. From the above-presented solutions it is observed that 

is the case if and on! y if: 
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many functions satisfying condition ( 17a). Let us denote a solution of condition 

ii>"'(X,Y,Z). Since it follows from equation (13) that P(X,Y,Z) = (1/i.>) • 

a necessary condition for only horizontal flow is: 

( 1 7b) 

(17b), a condition for the water-salt mixture density field, is very restricti ve. 

in the sharp fresh-saline interface approximation, where a sharp interface 

Y) separates two domains with constant densities .in each domain, expression 

.• satisfied in each domain. When, furthermore, the interface satisfies ((/ ;ax2 
+ 

) H(X,Y) = 0, condition (l7a) is also satisfied everywhere (see Section 7). For 

in two-dimensional flow situations, where H "' H(X), it follows that condition 

tisfied if H(X) is linear in X. 

conclusion of the above- presented discussion is that, in horizontally stratified 

basins, vertical flow depends only on the horizontal second derivatives of 

table and water-salt mixture density. rn the fresh-saline sharp interface 

ion, vertical flow depends only on the horizontal second derivatives of the 

The dependence on second derivatives, and independence on first derivatives, 

why vertical transport is much more difficult to determine than horizon tal 

Yet, for an investigation whether released waste travels either to the biosphere 

geologic layers, knowledge of the vertical flow component is essential. 

CTERISTIC HYDRAULIC CONDUCTIVITIES AND EQUIVALENT 

POROUS MEDIUM 

us consider the zeroth-order solution and first-order correction for the vertica l 

of the volumetric flow rate QZ(X,Y,O) on the upper plane Z ~ 0: 
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N;o?<:{},'''i'i':'/','/:::"'~ 
~;v·:.~;ii~<d"f/:tc~ .. ~i'i1rii#~Ya,X"' + .. a2taY2) F(X, Y) + 

[1;0] (a2toX2 
+ ri;aY2 )2. F(X,Y) + 

z 
+ p,(o

2tax2 
+ a2taY2

) T0 [ f 
0 

P(X,Y,z '> dZ '; OJ + 

z 
+ rJp,(a

2;ax 2 
+ a2 

/ BY
2

)
2 

T I [ f O P(X, Y,Z ' ) dZ 1 ; 0] + 

+ 0 (1h. 

For a homogeneous porous medium with horizontal hydraulic conductivity k~ 

vertical hydraulic conductivity k0, the natu ral choice for the characteristic h z 

conductivities is, of course, khc ..., k~ and kzc = k~, which means that K~ = K~ 

From ( 14) and (I 6b) it follows then that T 
0

[1; 0] = 1 and T 
1 

[1; 0] = I / 3. 

For a stratified porous medium with T 
0 

(1 ;0] = I and T 
1 

[I ; 0] = 1/ 3, the first · .. 

terms in the right- hand side of express ion (18), i.e. the terms describing forced 

tion, g ive the same contribution to the dimension less Qz(X, Y ,0) as a homogeneous 

medium. When choosing T0 [t;O] "' I and T
1

[I ;OJ = 1/ 3, the following expressions 

found for the dimensionful characteristic hydraulic conductivities: 

I fd k = - k (z ') dz 1 
he d 0 h ' 

k = d 3 
k

2
h / {3t

1
(0)} zc c 

where : 

z 
r 1 (z) = J 

0 
t0(z ')/ kz(z ' ) dz ' , 
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(19e) 

expression ( l9a), khc ~ k~ for a homogeneous porous medium 

hydraulic conductivity k~, and since by definition Qz(X, Y ,Z) ~ 

I
2

/(p0g la Id kh ), the zeroth- and first-order terms describing forced con-e w c 

a stratified porous medium give the same contribution to qz(x,y,O) as a homo-

medium. By choosing the characteristic hydraulic conductivities according 

expressions ( 19), the dimension less terms in the series expansions for the 

vection have order of magnitude one, except for the dimensionless number o 

practical studies one wants to replace the stratified porous medium by an 

homogeneous porous medium". Here an equivalent homogeneous porous 

defined as a homogeneous porous medium in which the recharge/ discharge 

,y,O) is similar to that of the stratified porous medium under consideration. 

preceding discussion it can be seen that such an equivalent homogeneous porous 

ts for the forced convective part of the flow, provided that terms with orders 

2 3 . . f h h l" ! ... o , o· etc. are neg!JgJbly small. The values o t e ydrau 1c con< uctJVJties 

nt homogeneous porous medium are then equal to khc and kzc as defined 

practical question is now: does an equivalent homogeneous porous 

exist for the free convective part of the solution 7 Let us first assume that 

KZ(Z) are non-constant functions of Z, i.e., KH(Z) t- l and K z CZ) t l. F rom 

and fourth terms in the right-hand side of equation (18) we observe that 

hydraulic conductivities can be defined if and only if: 

(20) 

any function independent of Z. Condition (20) yields condition (17b) as a 
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necessary condition for the water-salt mixture density field P(X ,Y ,Z). As has 

been discussed in Section 5, it is a very restrictive condition which is hardly ever met 

real situations. When a sharp interface Z ~ H(X, Y) separates two domains with a 

density in each domain, expression (l7b) is satisfied in each domain separately, and 

condition (20) is satisfied in each domain. However, the characteristic 

conductivities thus derived are dependent on the position of the fresh-saline 

Since, in general, this position depends on the horizontal coordinates, these 

hydraulic conductivities cannot be used to define an equivalent homogeneous 

medium. In some practical cases, however, it is possible to project the spatial vada 

the interface H(X,Y) on a horizontal plane Z "'H
0

; this results in an "equivalent 

geneous porous medium" (see Section 7). 

The conclusion from the above-presented discussion is that, as far as free 

is considered, the notion of an "equivalent homogeneous porous medium" does not g 

ly exist, but it exists when a sharp fresh-saline interface with relatively small 

variations around a mean depth is a reasonable approximation. The situation on the 

of grid blocks, which is a smaller scale than the basin scale discussed before, is "~·~0''"'"' 

more favourable for the existence of an "equivalent homogeneous porous block". 

scale of a grid block we may assume that in each grid block condition (17b) is 

the deviations from (17b) are then supposed to occur on the interblock boundaries. 

the grid block scale, expression ( l9a) is the proper choice for khc' but for kzc a 

different from expression ( 19b) is recommended (see [Stam el at., 1989, 1990]). 

7. ORDER OF MAGNITUDE ESTIMATIONS 

Let us consider a sharp fresh-saline interface z • H(X,Y) and a density 

given by: 
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for 0 < Z < H(X,Y) 

for H(X,Y) < Z < l 

that P 1 > l. 

(! 3) it follows then that: 

"'F(X,Y) + 11 
{

Z, 

- (P
1

- 1) H(X,Y) + P
1
z. 

solutions (l2a), (l2b) and (12c) are: 

{

0, 

= - 8F(X, Y)/oX + J1 
(PI - l) aH(X, Y)/ oX, 

{

0, 

= - 8F(X, Y)/BY + p. 
(P

1 
- l) c3H(X,Y)/8Y, 

~ -T
0

[l;ZJ ui;ax2 + a
2
;aY

2
) F(X,Y) + 

2 2 2 2 
+ Jl(P 

1 
- I) ea ; ax +a ;aY ) H(X,Y). 

for 0 < Z < ll(X,Y) 

for 1-I(X, Y) < Z < l. 

for 0 < Z < H(X,Y) 

for H(X,Y) < Z < 1, 

for 0 < Z < H(X,Y) 

for H(X,Y) < Z < l , 

for 0 < Z < H(X,Y) 

for H(X,Y) < Z < L 

(2! a) 

(21 b) 

(22a) 

(22b) 

(22c) 

above-presented zeroth-order solu1ions (22) are the well-known Dupuit 

which are sufficiently a•:<:mcltt' r,H. >hallow groundwater basins in which 

The Dupuit approximations form lht• h:lsi> ,,r m:11ly geohydrological model codes 

[Verruijt, 1987]). For F(X,Yl- 1'\1'1 
1 l ll(X.Y) the Dupuit approximations 
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simplify to the well-known Badon- Ghyben-Herzberg approximations in which the 

in the saline domain H(X,Y) < Z < 1 is stagnant. 

negligible with respect to forced convection. In dimensionful form the criteria are : 

{(pl - Po)fpo} I oh(x,y)/Bx I « r Bf(x:,y)jox: I' 

{(P 1 - P
0

)!P
0

} I ah(x,y)f ay I « I of(x,y)/oy 1, 

In situations where the shallow groundwater basin condit ion a << l is not met , 

even all terms of the series expansions must be taken into account. The general 

for forced convection is given by: 

00 2 
EX(X,Y,Z) = -aFW(X,Y)/oX I: (- (JW )n R [l;Z], 

n=O n 

00 
2 n 

Ey(X,Y,Z) = - BFW(X,Y)/BY I: (-(JW) R [l;Z), 
n=O 0 

where: 

is a Fourier component of the dimensionless water table and W = Jew~+ W~ )
that proper scaling requires that W ~ l. 

For a homogeneous basin the resulting series expansions (24) turn out to be 

valent to the series expansions of well-known hyperbolic functions: 
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)n R [l;Z] =cosh (ZWVo) - tanh (W..;;) sinh (ZWV-;;) (25a) n 

c~ exp (-zw..;;), in the limit w..r;; » l), 

T [l;Z]"'- {sinh (ZWVo)- tanh (W.,;;) cosh (ZWV~;)J/(WVo) (25b} n 

(= exp (-ZWVo)/(WV(;), in the limit wv;; » l). 

of the solutions (24 ), (25), which show nested flow systems when the solu-

ying applications of flow systems analysis (see Fig. l ). The limit wv7; » I 

when deep groundwater basins are considered. 

·.•·. similar way solutions can be given for free convective flow in a homogeneous 

in which the sharp interface approximation holds. For this solut ion 

is made that the mass of water above a horizontal plane Z = H
0 

has a 

pressure distribution. This is a reasonable approximation for a fresh-saline 

= H(X, Y) with spatial variations around the mean depth Z = H
0

, where 

- H0 J is sufficiently small with respect to the thickness of the salt water layer 

course, such a situation can only exist in stable flow situations, i.e. for saline 

fresh water (P 1 > I). Under the above conditions the solutions fo r H
0 

< Z < 1 

"" - J.l(P l - l) aHW(X, Y)/8X • 

{(Z - H 0) w/;-}- tanh {(1 - H
0

) wra) sinh ((Z- H
0

) wra)]. (26a) 

=-J.l(P1 - l)JHW(X,Y)/8Y• 

((Z- H
0

) wru}- tanh ((! - H
0

) WVo} sinh ((Z- H
0

) WVa}], (26b) 
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QZ(X,Y,Z) = J>(P 1 - 1) (1 / (WVu}} (o2!aX2 
+ r/; aY2) HW(X,Y) • 

• [sinh {(Z - H
0

) WVu} - tanh ((! - H
0

) WVO) cosh ((Z- H
0

) WVa}J, 

where: 

.HW(X, Y) = B(W X' W y) exp (i(W XX + W y Y)}, 

is a Fourier component of the dimensionless fresh - saline inter face level 

W = /(w~ + W~) {note that, by definition, the dimensionless amplitude of HW is 

to B ~ b/ d, whereas the dimensionless amplitude of FW is equal to A = a/l aw I ~ /J 

The driving force was derived by assuming that the fluid mass in 0 < Z < H
0 

hydrostatic pressure distribution, which is in agreement with the Dupuit 

(22). However, when the flow pattern for H
0 

< Z < l given by expressions (26) are 

s ide~ed as good approximations, it is also possible to give the solut ions for 0 < Z < HO 

requiring continuity of the vertical flux component Q
2

(X,Y,H
0

} on the "average 

face" Z = H
0

, yielding: 

EX(X,Y,Z) ., p(P1 - l) tanh {(l - H
0

) WVa} JHW(X,Y)/OX • 

• [sinh {(H0 - Z) w·F;J- tanh (H
0 

w-17;) cosh {(H
0

- Z) w..f"o)J, 

Ey(X,Y,Z) ~ J>(P 1 - I) tanh {( I- H
0

) w-/7;) 8HW(X,Y)/8Y • 

• [sinh {(110 - Z} WVal- tanh (H
0 

WVa) cosh {(H
0

- Z) wvo}J, 

r;/X,Y,Z) "' !J(PI -I) [tanh ((l - H
0

) w-/7;}/(WVa)] • 

. u/ ;ax 2 
+ a2

;aY2} Hw(X,Y) • 

·[cosh {(H0 - Z) WVa) - tanh (H
0 

WVa) sinh {(H
0

- Z) WVa}]. 
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0, i.e. the solu tions descri be only f ree 

the general solutions discussed in Section 5 it may be concluded that the total 

be composed of a linear superposition of the solutions for forced convection 

fo r free convection (26), (27). Comparison of the magn itudes of solu tions 

(26), (27) will show at what depth forced convection is domina ting free 

equilibrium vertical free convection and ve rtical forced con vect ion ba lance 

on the fresh-saline interface, i.e. Qz(X, Y ,H
0

) = 0. Both for a~--> 0 and for 

1 it follows then from (24 ), (25) and (26), (2 7) that the followin g generalized 

n -H erzberg relation exists: b(w ,w) =- a(w ,w ) exp{- h
0

w v'(kh /k-)} • 
xy xy c zc 

·c. p
0

). Under that condition there is no flow at all in the saline water. For 

. - 3 - 1 
1f Po = 1000 kg.m , p

2 
= 1025 kg.m , p

0
/ (p 

1 
- p

0
) = 40, h

0 
= 300 m and 

= 30, it follows that, for l = w - I » l 0,000 m, b "" - 40 a. O f course, 
c 

of highly toxic and radio-active waste in stagnant groundwater is a safe opt ion. 

, due to the very long response times of the water - sa lt mix.ture densi ty dis tribu-

paleo-geological or paleo- climatological d isturbances (see Section 2 ), the re wil l 

be equilibrium. This means that both fo rced and free convect ion are impor -

the characters of solutions (24), (25) and (26), (27) are simi lar , both showing 

systems, the basic thoughts underlying applications of flow systems ana lysis 

guide us at greater depths. 
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